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Resumen 
 
En este proyecto utilizaremos la idea RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), 
que es un método de almacenamiento y recuperación de información que 
utiliza dispositivos llamados etiquetas, transpondedor o tags RFID, para la 
identificación. Las etiquetas RFID incorporan antenas para permitir recibir y 
responder a peticiones por radiofrecuencia desde un emisor-receptor RFID. El 
propósito fundamental de la tecnología RFID es transmitir la identidad de un 
objeto mediante ondas de radio. 
 
Esencialmente lo que nos proponemos a hacer es una “antenna based 
sensing”, es decir utilizar las propiedades de la antena como sensor. Se 
propone una técnica para utilizar los cambios en la respuesta de la antena de 
2.4 GHz como un mecanismo de detección.  
 
Utilizando el dispositivo WISP, que es un sensor programable sin batería y una 
plataforma diseñada para explorar las aplicaciones de identificación por radio 
frecuencia, nos permitirá utilizar la potencia transmitida desde un lector RFID 
de larga distancia (UHF) y comunicar sus datos en un solo paquete de 
respuesta. 
 
Los objetivos de este proyecto radican en analizar las prestaciones de una 
antena de microondas actuando como sensor de ocupación. El poder 
determinar cuándo hay un objeto situado delante de la antena tiene muchas 
aplicaciones en el mundo laboral, como puede ser la detección de plazas de 
parking disponibles, entre muchas otras.  
 
Para lograr estos objetivos colocamos un detector de envolvente a 
continuación de la antena. Haremos las medidas de voltaje DC que se 
obtienen y posteriormente lo simularemos en ADS y HFSS. También 
utilizaremos el microchip MSP430 para leer el voltaje de la antena y finalmente 
crearemos una aplicación con el Microsoft Visual Studio para interpretarlo 
gráficamente y sacar las conclusiones pertinentes. 
 
Analizando los resultados obtenidos podemos decir que hemos llegado a 
conclusiones satisfactorias. 
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Overview 
 
In this project we use the idea of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), which 
is storage and information recuperation method. This method use devices 
called tags RFID for the identification. This RFID tags incorporate antennas to 
let to receive and to respond radiofrequency requests from a RFID transmitter-
receiver. The fundamental purpose of the RFID technology is to transmit the 
identity of an object by means of radio waves. 
 
Essentially what we want to do is an antenna based sensing, which means use 
the antennas properties like a sensor. The proposal is a technique for using the 
changes in the response of the 2.4 GHz antenna as a sensing mechanism. 
 
We use the Wireless Identification and Sensing Platform (WISP), which is a 
computational sensing and programmable platform without battery designed to 
investigate in improving sensor RFID applications. WISP can operate using 
power transmitted from a (UHF) RFID reader located at long range and also 
communicate data in a single response packet.  
 
 
The objective of this project lies in analyzing the performance of a microwave 
antenna acting as occupancy sensor. How to determine when an object is 
positioned above the antenna has many applications in our society. One of the 
utilities is the detection of parking spaces available in the street, but there are 
so many others. 
 
To achieve these goals we first will make some voltage measurements of what 
is capture by the antenna by placing an envelope detector after it and then we 
will simulate its behavior with ADS and HFSS simulation. We will also use the 
MSP430 microchip to read the DC voltage after the antenna and finally we will 
create an application with the Microsoft Visual Studio to plot the results 
graphically and finally we draw our conclusions. 
 
Analyzing the results we can say that we have reached satisfactory 
conclusions. 
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 INTRODUCTION CHAPTER 1.
 
In recent years, radio frequency identification (RFID) has been established as 
an effective technology for tracking applications and location. 
 
The idea of RFID as a method for storage and information retrieval that use 
devices called tags, transponders or tags RFID for identification has been very 
present in our society. Its inception was in the 1930s, in the Second World War 
when it was the need to identify enemy airplanes or their own airplanes.  
 
These RFID tags incorporate antennas to receive and to respond to 
radiofrequency requests from a RFID transmitter-receiver. The fundamental 
purpose of the RFID technology is to transmit the identity of an object by means 
of radio waves. (See Annex 1: RFID Technology and [1], [2]) 
 
However in this work we will go beyond the identification in RFID. We want to 
analyze the potential for RFID tags to be used as low cost sensors by mapping 
a change in some parameter of interest, so this change in the antenna 
properties could be controlled. In this work we consider a UHF RFID tag for 
communication and identification; however, for simplicity we use a separate 2.4 
GHz antenna as a sensor. In our case we will add an obstacle between the 
sensing antenna and the environment. This object will produce a change in the 
input impedance of the antenna. (See Annex 2: Antenna based sensing and 
[3], [4]). 
 
Due to this and also for questions like “What novel applications can be enabled 
through RFID technology?” was born a device called WISP (Wireless 
identification and Sensing Platform). WISP is a computational sensing and 
programmable platform without battery designed to investigate in improving 
sensor RFID applications. WISP can operate using power transmitted from a 
(UHF) RFID reader located at long range and also communicate data in a single 
response packet. 
 
The first prototypes encoded sensor information by multiplexing several 
commercial tag ICs onto a single antenna. The use of commercial tag ICs 
limited the communication bandwidth because the control over what information 
the IC transmitted was not enough. This lack of control motivated the 
development of a new tag design. In order to investigate the variety of new 
applications, we needed a tag with a defined behavior by software and easily 
configurable by hardware. 
 
The WISP hardware and firmware have evolved to enable grater performance 
and a lot of different new features, as the compatibility with the latest EPC 
protocol. The WISP, like conventional RFID tags, is powered and interrogated 
wirelessly by commercial RFID readers. (See Annex 3: WISP and [5], [6]). 
 
For this reason to carry out our work we will include WISP, which will be useful 
and will allow us to reach the expected results. 
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This Project has been developed during the stay at the CTTC (Centre 
Tecnològic de Telecomunicacions de Catalunya) in the Communication 
Technologies Division (CTD). The CTTC is a technology center in 
telecommunications, performing research and engineering on physical, access 
and network layers of communications systems. 
 
In the design to analyze we will have an antenna operating like a sensor, to 
which we will connect an envelope detector circuit. We will obtain certain DC 
voltage measurements from what is captured by our antenna. The values of 
voltage will be affected by the presence of an obstacle (metal plate) that will 
change the input impedance of our antenna. Then we will make several 
simulations to find out what should be its behavior. 
 
 
 
Fig.  1.1 a) Envelope detector b) Antenna sensor c) Metal plate (obstacle) 
 
 
Finally we should make a program for the WISP to convert the DC voltage 
values captured by the antenna and then send this information to the RFID 
reader (Impinj Speedway Revolution). Meanwhile we will also take care of 
providing a graphical application to observe all data sent to the reader and then 
we will be able to determine when there is an object above the antenna or when 
there is nothing. 
 
Therefore the main objective or purpose of this project is to study the behavior 
of the microwave antenna that will be used as an occupancy sensor based 
RFID and then we will also detect when there is the presence of an object 
above our antenna. To achieve the main goal we will include some milestone 
that will serve to be making steps towards our goal. 
 
 To study how the WISP device, the RFID technology and all software 
(HFSS, ADS ...) and hardware (antenna, Microchip ...) used work. 
 To get good simulations of the setup that will be used to take the 
measurements. 
 To achieve that all devices interact properly with each other. 
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 To program the code for the WISP to read the DC-voltage values of 
the antenna. 
 To design an application capable of displaying on screen the voltage 
captured by the antenna.  
 
The structure of this project follows the guidelines to complete the different 
tasks we have set. Chapter 1 is the introduction of the work. Chapter 2 is based 
on the experimental part, on DC voltage measurements obtained by placing an 
obstacle to a certain height of the sensor antenna. In chapter 3 we have the first 
simulation of the scenario with the HFSS, whereas in chapter 4 we will take 
different simulations in ADS. In Chapter 5 we will focus on analyzing the results 
of the first three chapters (experimental, HFSS and ADS). In Chapter 6 we will 
discuss about an important element of the work as is the WISP, especially we 
focus on the microcontroller of the board. Chapter 7 will be about one of the 
microchip modules: the ADC, which allows us to convert the analog signal 
captured by the antenna in digital signal. Chapter 8 will talk about the 
programming code of the WISP. This has to be able to read the signal from the 
antenna. However firstly we will make some other small codes to test how the 
module works. In Chapter 9 we will add the RFID reader and we will create an 
application with Visual Studio to observe graphically in real time the voltage 
values that are obtained from the antenna, and Chapter 10 will be the 
conclusions of the project. 
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 ANTENNA VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS CHAPTER 2.
 
In this first section we will measure the performance of the antenna by varying 
the operating frequency and the transmitted power when we have a metal plate 
at different heights above the sensor. We will place an envelope detector after 
the antenna to convert the receiver RF power to DC voltage. These values will 
be influenced by three variables: the distance between the sensor and the metal 
plate, the different frequencies and the transmitted power introduced by the 
system. 
 
The different measurements intervals will be: 
 
 Distances: Between 0 mm to 500 mm with a separation of 10 mm. 
 
 Frequencies: Between 2.3 GHz to 2.5 GHz with steps of 1 MHz. 
 
 Transmitted power: -5 dBm, 0 dBm y 5 dBm. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  2.1 The whole design to take the measures 
 
 
In the above photo we can see the whole setup. We place the metal plate at a 
certain height above the antenna, whereas we change the frequency and the 
transmitted power. With the multimeter we will measure the DC voltage that we 
have captured in these different frequencies and transmitted power. These 
measurements will be useful to create different kind of table values, which will 
let us analyze the results that we have got. 
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Table 2.1 Envelope detector measurement values for the sweep of frequencies 
when the metal plate is at certain distance of the sensor antenna (40 mm and 
120 mm) 
40 mm 
Frequency 
(GHz) 
Transmit power: -5 dBm 
Envelope detector  (mV) 
Transmit power: 0 dBm 
Envelope detector  (mV) 
Transmit power: 5 dBm 
Envelope detector  (mV) 
2.35 134.7 281.1 523 
2.36 142.2 295.5 552 
2.37 156.6 322.7 617 
2.38 175 358 697 
2.39 177.7 363.2 681 
2.4 147.6 307.2 581 
2.401 142.3 297.8 566 
2.402 136.5 285.8 547 
2.403 131.5 274.2 526 
2.404 124.7 263.1 506 
2.405 117.6 249.3 483.6 
2.406 110.8 235.9 460.5 
2.407 103.9 222.5 436.7 
2.408 96.6 208.1 411.2 
2.409 89.1 193.3 384.6 
2.41 81.6 177.9 356.3 
2.42 25.4 32.2 134.3 
2.43 37.1 88.3 180.9 
2.44 60.1 135.4 272.7 
2.45 78.5 172.3 355.1 
2.46 94 202.6 410 
2.47 106.8 227.3 442 
2.48 115.8 244.7 459 
2.49 123.1 257.8 479 
2.5 129.7 270.3 518 
120 mm 
Frequency 
(GHz) 
Transmit power -5 dBm 
Envelope detector  (mV) 
Transmit power 0 dBm 
Envelope detector  (mV) 
Transmit power 5 dBm 
Envelope detector  (mV) 
2.35 134.8 282.1 526 
2.36 142 295.5 554 
2.37 154.1 319.9 610 
2.38 162.8 336.1 655 
2.39 143.8 300.5 571 
2.4 94 204.9 411 
2.401 88.5 193.3 390.9 
2.402 82.5 181.7 370.6 
2.403 77.4 170.6 349.5 
2.404 72.1 160.5 331.6 
2.405 67.1 149.7 311 
2.406 62.2 140.2 291.8 
2.407 58.2 132.1 275.8 
2.408 54.2 123,9 260.5 
2.409 50.9 117 246.7 
2.41 48.1 111 233.8 
2.42 44.2 102.5 209.8 
2.43 59.7 134.5 267.8 
2.44 74.2 163.3 325.9 
2.45 87.5 189.8 389.8 
2.46 100.1 214.4 434.1 
2.47 110.7 234.8 456.6 
2.48 118.3 249.5 470.1 
2.49 124.4 260.6 487.1 
2.5 130.4 272 523 
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With all the values that we get it, we will make a graph which shows the voltage 
values for a given distance and transmitted power in the specific sweep of 
frequencies. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  2.2 Plot of the voltage vs. frequency for a specific distance and transmitted 
power (40 mm and 0 dBm). 
 
In this graphic we can see the waveform that forms the different DC voltage 
values captured by the antenna sensor for each frequency. 
 
We can also group all the plots for each distance and each frequency to see if 
all them follows the same pattern and to make some conclusions. 
 
 
 
Fig.  2.3 Plot of the voltage vs. frequency for different heights of the metal plate 
above the antenna for different transmitted power. 
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Looking the Fig 2.3 we could see that there are 3 different plots that follow the 
same figure but in different amplitudes. This due to that the measures are done 
with different transmitted power (-5 dBm, 0 dBm or 5 dBm), but all of them 
follows the same waveform.  
 
With the frequency sweep form 2.3 GHz to 2.5 GHz we want to observe the 
response of the antenna and the sensor (antenna and envelope detector) in 
different frequency points around the resonance of the antenna. Our work in 
other chapters will be to try to design an application to pick up this DC voltage 
value for one of the frequencies of our sweep and determine when there is an 
object above our antenna. 
 
We will also compare these results in chapter 5 with the ones get it with the 
ADS and HFSS. 
 
Once we do the measurements we will also want to plot an interesting result 
which is the voltage vs. the distance of the metal plate above the antenna for 
different frequencies. 
 
 
 
Fig.  2.4 Plot of the voltage vs. distance of the metal plate above the antenna at 
different frequencies for 0 dBm as a transmitted power. 
 
With this plot we want to prove that the presence of an object changes the 
voltage value that we receive. If the plate is far from the antenna we can see 
that the voltage is nearly constant, but if this plate is close to the antenna we 
could see the variation of the voltage received. 
 
We can verify that we can use the antenna with the envelope detector as an 
occupancy sensor. The voltage received changes with the distance where the 
plate is located. 
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 HFSS SIMULATION CHAPTER 3.
 
3.1 Introduction in HFSS 
 
Once we have done the corresponding measures of the setup and we have 
obtained the results that we will discuss in later sections, we now want to know 
what the real effect is if we put an object between the antenna and the 
environment. 
 
We will use the HFSS, which is a program that solves the finite element method 
for electromagnetic structures. This software was developed by Ansys. The 
HFSS acronym refers to high frequency structural simulator. It is one of several 
tools used for antenna design, and the design of complex RF electronic circuit 
elements including filters, transmission lines and packaging. 
 
 
3.2 Design 
 
First we want to set the scenario in the program. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  3.1 Simulation and real scenario of the experiment  
 
 
To do this we must firstly have to take the measures and the pieces of each 
component of the circuit. 
 
We create a vacuum box where inside of it we will insert the whole setup. We 
must have taken into account what distance between the antenna and the metal 
plate we have in the real scenario, so the vacuum box should be considerably 
higher. The size of the box will vary depending on the height where we have the 
metal plate. 
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Fig.  3.2 Design of the vacuum box  
 
 
Then we proceed to create the metal plate, which is a perfect electrical 
conductor (perfect E). The key parameter is the height above the antenna 
where this metal plate will be. This height will define the variable "h3" and we 
will change it for each simulation. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  3.3 Design of the metal plate 
 
 
After the metal plate we will focus on the antenna acting like a sensor that is 
what will bring us more work, because it is formed of several elements. We will 
put together these different elements to build and simulate the sensor. 
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Fig.  3.4 Design of the antenna sensor substrate 
  
 
The antenna sensor board it is made of a characteristic material such is the 
"Duroid", we should assign to our board some properties such as relative 
permittivity, relative permeability...  
 
 
Table 3.1 Properties of the sensor antenna material 
 
Duroid 
Relative Permitivity 2.2 
Relative Permeability 1 
Buk Conductivity 0 siemens/h 
Dielectric Loss Tangent 0.0009 
Magnetic Loss Tangent 0 
Magnetic Saturation 0 tesla 
Langa G Factor 2 
Delta H 0 A_per_meter 
Measured Frequency 9.4e9 Hz 
Mass Density 0 Kg / m^3 
 
 
We put above the Duroid substrate a perfect electrical conductor plate that we 
add to build the antenna sensor. 
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Fig.  3.5 Design of the conductor plate of the sensor antenna 
 
 
We need to add the connector of the antenna sensor in the bottom of the Duroid 
board. This connector that is a part of the sensor antenna was simulated as a 
cylinder of Teflon where we subtract a vacuum cylinder which is located inside 
the connector. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  3.6 Design of the connector 
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We must specify the properties of the Teflon as we do it with the Duroid. 
 
 
Table 3.2 Properties of the connector material 
 
Teflon 
Relative Permitivity 2.1 
Relative Permeability 1 
Buk Conductivity 0 siemens/h 
Dielectric Loss Tangent 0.001 
Magnetic Loss Tangent 0 
Magnetic Saturation 0 tesla 
Langa G Factor 2 
Delta H 0 A_per_meter 
Measured Frequency 9.4e9 Hz 
Mass Density 2250 Kg / m^3 
 
 
Finally we have all the components that make our antenna acting like a sensor. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  3.7 Antenna used as a sensor 
 
 
Once we have build all the components of our scenario, we can look at the list 
of variables that we have created, so if we have to modify the design created or 
make different tests, we only need to change the specific variable. But for our 
simulations we only need to modify one variable, which is "h3" (separation of 
the metal plate with respect to the sensor antenna).  
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Fig.  3.8 The variables that we have in the design 
 
 
3.3 Simulation 
 
Once we have all the complete setup introduced in the simulator, the only thing 
that we need to do is to simulate altogether to know what effect produce the 
obstacle to the sensor antenna. 
 
First we will validate that the whole scenario is properly connected and that it 
can be simulated using the "Validate" button. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  3.9 Validation of the project 
 
 
If we proceed successfully the validation analysis we press "Analyse All". 
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Fig.  3.10 Simulation process 
 
 
While the simulator is running we can see if the simulation is working checking 
the convergence. If we can go lower from the threshold value, which that is 
close to zero, we will get a good simulation. 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig.  3.11 Convergence of the simulation 
 
 
Once the HFSS has completed the simulation we can get the results, so we can 
see the graph resulting from the simulation. In particular we are interested in the 
plot of the    , and we can access it from the window "Results". 
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Fig.  3.12 S11 plot result of one simulation  
 
 
From this window we can see the different scenarios simulated. We get all the 
simulated graphics that can be displayed all together. 
 
 
 
                             a)                                                                     b) 
Fig.  3.13 a) Choice of the different simulations you want to see b) Plot result of 
all the simulations we have done 
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We can see that as the distance between the antenna sensor and the metal 
plate (obstacle) varies, the     also varies which makes the antenna sensor 
suitable for detecting the presence of obstacles. 
 
If we want to export this data and make different operations to them, we have to 
go to "Solution Data", from there we can access to all simulations we have 
done. We select the matrix of the S-parameter and we push down "Export Data 
Matrix". The files extracted are saved in ".s1p" format and then we can will open 
it with the ADS. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  3.14 Solution data window 
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 ADS SIMULATION CHAPTER 4.
 
4.1 Introduction in ADS 
 
Now we know that placing an object between the sensor antenna and the 
environment has influence on the received power. We will do a complete 
analysis with the ADS tool. The Advanced Design System or ADS is an EDA 
(Electromagnetic Design Automation) software systems produced by Keysight 
Technologies. It provides an integrated design environment to designers of RF 
electronic products such as mobile phones, wireless networks, satellite 
communications, radar system, and high-speed data links. 
 
 
Fig.  4.1 ADS logo 
 
We will also be helped by Momentum, which is software inside the ADS. 
Momentum is 3-D planar EM simulation software for electronics and antenna 
analysis, a partial differential equation solver of Maxwell’s equation based on 
the method of moments. 
 
With all these tools we would do a very good approximation of the results that 
we have got experimentally.  
 
4.2 Design 1 (Data from the HFSS) 
 
The first design will allow us to recover the results that we have extracted from 
the HFSS by using "Export matrix data". We can open this file with an ADS 
project and operate it to get some interesting results. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.2 ADS circuit to represent HFSS simulation 
 
One of the components of this design will be the S-parameters (scattering 
parameters) simulator, which will start from 2 GHz to 3 GHz with steps of 1 
MHz, so we will get 1001 number of points.  
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In particular we want to obtain the results of the    , which is the reflection 
coefficient of the input port voltage. We apply an incident wave at port 1 and we 
measure the amplitude of the reflected wave at port 1. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.3 Two port network amplitudes 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.4 Symbol definition of S11 on the circuit simulated 
 
 
               (4.1) 
 
 
 
Our circuit will contain a single port (Term1) referenced to ground. This port will 
connect with the component S1P. The file extracted from the developed 
simulation in HFSS “.s1p” can be used with S1P to model the behaviour of a 
linear model using the S parameters. The file contains the S parameter and this 
will be placed in the scheme of the S1P. For each file ".s1p" (simulation of the 
obstacle in different heights) we obtain the same data that we had with HFSS 
and we can evaluate the results. 
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4.3 Design 2 (antenna with the envelope detector circuit) 
 
For the second design, we will introduce the envelope detector, which in the 
initial stage had disregarded. When we add this we will faithfully reproduce the 
scenario that we have measured experimentally, because in the design 1, we 
only test the antenna sensor. 
 
First we have to analyze the different components that we have in the envelope 
detector and translate them into the design. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.5 Components of the envelope detector 
 
 
 Fig.  4.6 Circuit design including the envelope detector 
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When we look at the circuit we note the different components: resistors of 390Ω 
and 10KΩ, capacitors of 1000pF and 100pF. Adiccionally an inductor of 0.6nH 
and a capacitor of 0.05pF are included, representing the package parasitic of 
the Schottky diode, which will also be included. The properties of this model of 
diode are the following. 
 
 
Fig.  4.7 Properties of the diode 
 
Apart of these new elements we also have the components of the previous 
design. In the     behaviour of the sensor that we have just simulated, now we 
have to add the effect of the antenna, so the     of the global circuit will change.  
 
In this design the simulation will be HB (harmonic balance) instead of S-
parameters. The harmonic balance is a method used to calculate the stationary 
response of nonlinear differential equations, and is usually applied to electrical 
circuits. It is a method that works in the frequency domain to calculate the 
steady state. The harmonic balance starts with Kirchhoff's Current Law written 
in the frequency domain and a chosen number of harmonics. The method 
assumes that the solution can be represented as a linear combination of 
sinusoids, then balances current and voltage sinusoids to satisfy Kirchhoff's 
laws. 
 
In our HB simulation, we will use an order 3, which it means that we chose 3 
harmonics from the fundamental frequency. This frequency will be a sweep 
between 2.3 GHz to 2.6 GHz with steps of 1 MHz. 
 
The port will be a P_1Tone (Power Source, Single Frequency), with a power of  
-5 dBm, 0 dBm or 5 dBm, (depending on the simulation that we are testing) at 
the central frequency. This dBm we have to change to Watts. 
 
                 )  ) 
 (4.2) 
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From the equation, the “a” symbolise the dBm that we want to pass to a W, and 
the “b” is the phase of the power. 
 
Next to the P_1 Tone we will put an I_Probe to measure the current through 
that part of the circuit. 
 
Once we have the whole circuit, we only need to simulate it. The results that we 
want to display are two: the DC voltage at the output of the envelope detector 
(which is the important value) and also the     of the whole circuit. To do this we 
introduce two new variables. Vin1 which is the input voltage and will be useful 
to calculate the     and Vdc1 which is the voltage that we would have 
measured experimentally. 
 
With the Vdc1 we can obtain the graph of the voltage that would be obtained if 
we measure the antenna sensor output with the multimeter. Once we have this 
simulated we say that we want to see the DC voltage for all the values of the 
frequency sweep, and multiply it by 1000 so the value is in millivolts. 
 
    
 
Fig.  4.8 Plot of the captured voltage we should have when we measure (with 
the envelope detector) 
 
 
We need Vin1 to calculate the     of the setup. How what we want is the 
reflection coefficient at the input, we need the input impedance of the circuit that 
we get it thanks to the current measurement with the I_Probe and with Vin1. 
 
             |   |          
      
      
 
      
      
     
    
    
 
 (4.3) 
 
Applying this equations, we can get the     of all the circuit. 
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Fig.  4.9 Plot of the S11 (with the components of the envelope detector) 
 
4.4 Design 3 (Design with the Momentum) 
 
In the final design we will also have another important factor that we have not 
use it in the previous ones. This factor is how the components are distributed on 
the substrate. To do this we introduce a new element. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  4.10 S11P component schematic 
 
 
The S11P allow us to simulate the connection of how are all the elements 
soldered in the envelope detector. Each port has its own label which represents 
where this component will be connected. We need to insert a new file ".dns", 
this file contains a layout, which it has to be equal to the antenna itself. By 
adding this file to our design we can get a truly simulation of the results that 
should be taken at the experimental part. 
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Fig.  4.11 Layout of the envelope detector 
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 COMPARISON OF RESULTS CHAPTER 5.
 
 
In this section we will extract all the results of the different simulations and we 
will compare with what we have measured experimentally. 
 
Finally we will check if the reality seems to simulation and we will write some 
conclusions. 
 
We will take as examples some specific cases. We will choose the scenarios in 
which the obstacle is located at 40 mm and 380 mm from the antenna. These 
results are very similar and applicable to other distances. 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Fig.  5.1 Voltage DC captured when an obstacle is a) 40 mm and b) 380 mm 
above the antenna (Transmitted power of 0 dBm). 
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In this graph we can observe that with the Design 2 (antenna with the envelope 
detector) is following more carefully the shape of the signal, but with the Design 
3 (Momentum) is when we get greater accuracy for the frequency range of 2.4 
GHz to 2.45 GHz. 
 
We can also make the graphics of     of the 3 designs that we have simulated 
and compare them. In this case we will take the measurements for the cases of 
120 mm and 380 mm, but as before these can be applied approximately to any 
other distance. 
 
 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Fig.  5.2 S11 of the circuit in the different simulations when an obstacle is a) 
120 mm and b) 380 mm above the antenna (Transmitted power of 0 dBm).  
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Looking at the results of     we can see how every plot has the minimum 
approximately at about 2.4 GHz. The shape of the signal is similar in the 3 
simulations. Looking at the two graphs corresponding to different distances, we 
can identify a slight difference in     due to the presence of the metallic object. 
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 WISP MICROCONTROLER CHAPTER 6.
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
As we have explained in the introduction we will use Wireless Identification and 
Sensing Platform WISP, which uses a low power microcontroller MSP430 
powered with 1.8V. WISP operates exclusively with RF harvested energy and it 
is also an RFID, sensor-enhanced platform (See [7], [8] and [9]). 
 
The basic operation process can be described as follows: First the reader sends 
a query. Then WISP power is rectified from the query, and also data is 
demodulated, and finally MCU process the query and answers back the reader.  
 
The answer is done by means of modifying the antenna impedance matching, 
which is called backscattering modulation, and it is typical of RFID standard. 
The reader is able to interpret the increase and decrease of backscatter from 
the WISP when the query is sent. 
 
During the development of the WISP as a RFID reader, some tool, software and 
code will be needed.  
 
Hardware: 
  RFID reader: Impinj Speedway Revolution R420 reader 
 eZ430-F2013: USB Key debugger form Texas Instruments 
Software: 
 IAR Embedded Workbench: compiler/debugger to compile and install 
WISP firmware 
 Microsoft Visual Studio C#:Graphical User Interface  
 
6.1.1 eZ430-F2013 USB-Key Debugger 
 
This is a complete development tool from Texas Instrument. The USB port 
provides power, 3.6V. The tool consists in two pieces, one is the debugging 
interface, which is the one we intend to use, and the other is a detachable target 
board that includes a MSP430F2013 (See [10]). 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.1 USB-Key Debugger 
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The microcontroller is different than the one we want to use, so for the project 
we will use another board with the MSP430F2132. Although the initially 
experiments had been done with the removable card with the MSP430F2013. 
This means that we will adapt the code to the board we will use. 
6.1.2 CTTC board 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.2 Cttc board 
 
 
This is the board to be used. We will focus on Texas Instruments 
MSP430F2132 microcontroller, which we adapt to be useful as we want. 
 
 
Table 6.1 Characteristics of the used microcontroller  
Designator Comment Manufacturer Model Footprint 
MCU Microcontroller Texas Instrument MSP430F2132 RHB 
 
 
We will program the microchip with the software we have talked, Embedded 
Workbench 6.0 Kickstart. Even though before we start modifying the code, we 
should make an introduction about some many things about the microchip itself.  
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6.2 MSP430F2132 
 
The Texas Instruments MSP430 family of ultra-low-power microcontrollers 
consists of several devices featuring different sets of peripherals targeted for 
various applications (See [11]). 
 
 The architecture, combined with five low-power modes, is optimized to achieve 
extended battery life in portable measurement applications. The device features 
a powerful 16-bit RISC CPU, 16-bit registers, and constant generators that 
contribute to maximum code efficiency. 
 
The MSP430F21x2 series is an ultra-low-power microcontroller with two built-in 
16-bit timers, a fast 10-bit A/D converter with integrated reference and a data 
transfer controller (DTC), a comparator, built-in communication capability using 
the universal serial communication interface, and up to 24 I/O pins 
The structure of the output pins of the microcontroller is as follows: 
 
 
 
Fig.  6.3 Pin designation, RHB package 
 
One of the most important modules of the MSP4302132 is the ADC10. It is the 
module that we have to modify to achieve what we want to do, for this reason 
we will go deeply into this module in the next chapter.  
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 ADC MODULE CHAPTER 7.
 
7.1 ADC Definition 
 
Before talking about the module itself, we proceed to a brief explanation of what 
is an ADC. An analog-to-digital converter (ADC or A/D) is a device that converts 
a continuous physical quantity (usually voltage) to a digital number that 
represents the quantity’s amplitude. This digital number is a proportional integer 
(relative to an internal or external reference voltage) to the magnitude of the 
sampled analog voltage. While an analog signal is (theoretically) an infinitely 
fine resolution, a digital signal can be resolve only to the voltage increment 
represented by its LSB. 
 
The MSP430 controller can perform the conversion of 10 bits, therefore, the 
binary number representing the result of a conversion may vary in the range of 
0 to a bit less than 2 ^ 10, which means, 1024-1 = 1023 (See [12], [13] and 
[14]). 
 
The steps we have to follow to perform an ADC operation are: 
 
1) Define the port pins which will be used as analog input channels. 
2) Select a conversion mode. 
3) Select the reference voltage VREF. 
4) Enable the corresponding chosen pin analog input. 
5) Switch on the ADC functionality.  
6) Enable the ADC (take a reading). 
7) Read the value after conversion; set a variable to the reading. 
 
7.2 ADC10 Registers 
 
Depending on the application requirements, we could use different register for 
varying the manner of operation of the. The important registers for the ADC 
conversion are Control Registers # 0 and # 1: ADC10CTL0 and ADC10CTL1. 
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Table 7.1Perihperal file map of the ADC10 
PERIPHERALS WITH WORD ACCESS 
 
 
 
ADC10 
ADC data transfer start address ADC10SA 0x01BC 
ADC memory ADC10MEM 0x01B4 
ADC control register 1 ADC10CTL1 0x01B2 
ADC control register 0 ADC10CTL0 0x01B0 
ADC analog enable 0 ADC10AE0 0x004A 
ADC analog enable 1 ADC10AE1 0x00B4 
ADC data transfer control register 1 ADC10DTC1 0x0049 
ADC data transfer control register 0 ADC10DTC0 0x0048 
 
 
Control registers are configured by setting their bits. The bits are set by a 
summation statement of various library constants that have different meaning to 
the chip (they represent control register position bits.) The idea is to accumulate 
the constants you needed (See Annex 4: ADC10CTL0 and ADC10CTL1 
Registers).             
Ex: ADC10CTL1 = constant1 + constant2 +... 
 
 
 
7.3 ADC10 Module Analysis 
 
The ADC10 module contains analog inputs (10 channels from A0 to A7, VMID 
and Vtemp), internal references (VCC, VSS, 2.5V, 1.5V), external references 
(VeREF + and VeREF-) and modes (single-channel conversion, conversion of a 
channel sequence, repeating conversion of one channel, converting a repetitive 
sequence of channels), a buffer where is stored the result of the  conversion 
ADC10MEM and a data transfer controller to automatically load the contents of 
the buffer memory positions ADC10MEM inside the microcontroller. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  7.1 Characteristics of the ADC10 
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7.3.1 Analog inputs 
 
Analog channels connected by the pins of the microcontroller 
 
 
Table 7.2 Pins associated to the external analog input channels  
 
NAME PIN CHANNEL DESCRIPTION DETAILS 
P2.0/A0 8 0 ADC10 analog input A0 Allows to read analog 
voltage on pin A0 
P2.1/A1 9 1 ADC10 analog input A1 Allows to read analog 
voltage on pin A1 
P2.2/A2 10 2 ADC10 analog input A2 Allows to read analog 
voltage on pin A2 
P2.3/A3 19 3 ADC10 analog input A3 Allows to read analog 
voltage on pin A3 
P2.4/A4 20 4 ADC10 analog input A4 Allows to read analog 
voltage on pin A4 
P3.0/A5 11 5 ADC10 analog input A5 Allows to read analog 
voltage on pin A5 
P3.6/A6 17 6 ADC10 analog input A6 Allows to read analog 
voltage on pin A6 
P3.7/A7 18 7 ADC10 analog input A7 Allows to read analog 
voltage on pin A7 
 
 
We also have channels for the external positive and negative voltage reference. 
External reference positive voltage VeREF+ is multiplexed with the pin 20 
corresponding to the analog input A4, therefore only one of them operates at a 
time. The same applies to the external negative voltage reference VeREF- is 
multiplexed with pin 19 which corresponds to the analog input A3. 
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Table 7.3 Pins associated to the external voltage reference 
 
NAME PIN CHANNEL DESCRIPTION DETAILS 
VeREF+ 20 8 ADC10 external positive 
ref. 
Allows to read voltage 
of the external positive 
ref. 
VeREF- 19 9 ADC10 external positive 
ref. 
Allows to read voltage 
of the external negative 
ref. 
 
 
The channel selection is done by the INCHx bits in the register ADC10CTL1: 
 
 
 
Fig.  7.2 ADC10CTL1, ADC10 control register 1 
 
 
The configuration of INCHx bits to select a channel is:  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  7.3 INCHx bits. Input channel select. 
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7.3.2 Reference voltages 
 
External and internal references (positive: VeREF +, negative: VeREF-) and the 
internal reference (VREF +) aims to be the values that should be compared to 
the input voltage measured, which means that these references are the voltage 
limits that we can measure.  
 
The ADC10 gives us the possibility to increase the resolution of the measured 
voltage by the manipulation not only the upper limit but also the lower limit. 
Through these references is constructed the equation to determine the decimal 
value of a voltage conversion: 
 
 
 (7.1) 
 
 
Nadc: decimal conversion value.              
Vin: input voltage from de secondary channel.                                                 
VR+: positive reference voltage.    
VR-: negative reference voltage. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  7.4 Possible values for positive and negative voltage references 
 
 
To use the external or internal references we need to configure SREFx bits from 
the ADC10CLT0 register. 
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Fig.  7.5 SREFx bits. Select reference  
 
7.3.3 Conversion Modes 
 
Using the CONSEQx bits we can select one of the 4 conversion modes: 
 
Table 7.4 The 4 conversion modes. 
 
CONSEQx Mode Operation 
00 Single channel 
single-conversion 
A single channel is converted once 
01 Sequence-of-
channels 
A sequence of channels is converted 
once 
10 Repeat single cannel A single channel is converted repeatedly 
11 Repeat sequence-of-
channels 
A sequence of channels is converted 
repeatedly 
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 PROGRAMMING CHAPTER 8.
 
 
Once we have acquired the knowledge of how the ADC10 works, we will 
program the microchip code using the software Embedded Workbench 6.0 
Kickstart: 
 
We will make 4 tests to check the operation of the device: In the first experiment 
we will test only the board and we read data from the device. In the second 
experiment we will test and read from the device when the analog input is a 
static voltage source value. In the third experiment we will test and read from 
the device when the analog input is a variant value from a voltage source.  
Finally, in the last experiment we will test and read from the device when the 
analog input is the sensor antenna (See [15], [16] and [17]).  
 
8.1 First test 
 
 
 
We will go line by line explaining what makes each statement in the code. 
 
 
 
The constants assigned to ADC10CTL0 define the behavior of the program. By 
selecting SREF_0 we define the following references: the positive reference is 
VCC (3.3V) and the negative reference is VSS (0V). We also select the 
ADC10ON bit, which enables operations for the ADC conversion process. 
 
 
 
The constant INCH_11 is assigned to ADC10CTL1 and defines which is the 
input channel. The INCH_11 defines the selected channel is (VCC-VSS)/2. 
 
With all this constants and using the following equation described in previous 
sections, we could get the value of what this code should give us. 
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This statement of ADC10CTL0 enables conversion with ADC10SC and ENC 
constants. 
 
The ENC bit enables the conversion. This cannot be done in the previous stage, 
where we were configuring the ADC10CTL0, because this can only be modified 
with the ENC = 0. The bit ADC10SC is what permits to start the conversion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  8.1 Demonstration that that first test works properly  
 
 
8.2 Second test 
 
 
 
We will go again line by line explaining what makes each statement in the code. 
 
  
 
The constants assigned to ADC10CTL0 define the behavior of the program. By 
the selection of SREF_1 we define the following references: the positive 
reference is VREF + (variable) and the negative reference is VSS (0V). 
Enabling bit REFON means that we activate the positive internal reference 
VREF + that has 2 fixed voltage levels: 2.5V and 1.5V, which are selected by 
the bit REF2_5V. By having the bit REF2_5V active means that the reference is 
2.5V. The fundamental bit is ADC10ON, because it is the bit that enables the 
operations for the ADC conversion process. 
 
 
 
The INCH_1 constant is assigned to ADC10CTL1 and defines which the analog 
input channel is. The INCH_1 defines that the selected channel is A1. 
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Fig.  8.2 Pin defined as analog input channel 
 
 
Table 8.1 Terminal functions 
 
TERMINAL  
I/O 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
NAME 28-Pin 
PW 
32-Pin 
RHB 
P2.1/TAINCLK/ 
SMCLK/A1/CA3 
9 7 I/O General-purpose digital I/O pin 
SMCLK signal output 
Timer0_A3, clock signal TACLK input 
Timer1_A2, clock signal TACLK input 
ADC10 analog input A1 
Comparator_A+ input 
 
 
 
 
 
This statement we have explained in the previous example, his functions is the 
same in this program than in the other. 
 
Now using the equation described, we could get again the value of what this 
code should give us. We also need to determine which will be “Vin” which is set 
by the value of the voltage source. We will test with 1V. 
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Fig.  8.3 Demonstration that that second test works properly 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  8.4 Design of second test 
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8.3 Third test 
 
 
 
The code for this program is the same of the above with some slight 
modification 
 
 
 
This line delays program execution for the specified cycles, in this case 1000 
microseconds. This command realizes the dead cycles for the processing, it 
waits without doing anything an amount specified cycles. This command allows 
the program to take a break which allows that everything is in order before 
proceeding with the code. 
 
 
 
In this part of the code we have an infinite loop in which ADC10SC bit is 
activated. This bit is the one responsible for starting the conversion. The 
ADC10SC automatically resets and enables that when we vary the input voltage 
with the voltage source, the voltage also varies in the stored variable 
ADC10MEM. 
 
8.4 Fourth test 
 
 
 
In the test with the sensor antenna what we will change from the previous one is 
that instead of the 2.5V reference, we will go down to 1.5V, because the 
voltages captured by the antenna sensor will in order of hundreds of milivolts, 
then the closer is the reference, more accurately we can then retrieve the value. 
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Fig.  8.5 Design of fourth test 
 
 
 
Fig.  8.6 Demonstration that that fourth test works properly  
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 GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF THE CHAPTER 9.
VOLTAGE CAPTURED WITH WISP GUI APP 
 
9.1 UHF RFID Reader 
 
 
For this section we add a new device in the design, which is the Impinj 
Speedway Revolution (R420) UHF RFID Reader. 
 
This device as his name suggests is an RFID reader that has a connection for 
four antennas, but in our case with one is enough. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  9.1 Speedway Revolution UHF RFID Reader 
 
 
The first step is to install and configure the reader. If the reader has not 
connected to the network before, we will have to give an IP in the network to it. 
 
Once we have connected the reader to the supply network, we will also connect 
it to the Ethernet network. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  9.2 Reader connected to the application  
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LLRP GUI Application is a graphical user interface based on LLRP that runs the 
reader, specifically designed for WISP communication. LLRP means Low Level 
Reader Protocol and it is a standard specification for the network interface 
between the reader and its controlling software or hardware. To run it Microsoft 
Visual C# 2010 is needed. 
 
To connect the application with the reader we should first reboot the reader and 
then introduce the correct IP and press Connect. A message indicating that the 
connection is done will appear. To send queries to the WISP Tag, we will press 
Inventory.  
 
The reader should be also well configured with settings (see [7]). 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Fig.  9.3 Reader settings and inventory settings  
 
 
In European countries applies ETSI regulation Impinj reader has a predefined 
link configuration when working in defined World Region. When using Miller 4 
which is the only possibility using WISP: TARI = 20us, DR = 64/3, Modulation: 
PR-ASK, Backscattering link frequency: 320 KHz 
 
If we want to obtain the WISP measurements setup, we should include a PC 
with all software to run the Reader, the GUI Application, and debug and 
download the firmware. 
 
Reader Settings 
Modulation [2]      M4      DR 8      Tari = 20 us 
Attenuation 20 Reader 
Sensitivity 
1 
Tag 
Population 
1 Channel 
Index 
1 
Tag Transit 
Time 
0 Hop Table 
Index 
1 
Antenna ID 1   
Inventory Settings 
RO Start 
Trigger 
Immediate Al Stop 
Trigger 
Duration 
RO Stop 
Trigger 
Null Attempts 1 
Report 
Trigger 
Upon Null Num Tags: 1 
Report /# 
Tags 
1 Duration 
(ms): 
100 
Antenna ID  Al Timeout 0 
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The EPC answer of the WISP will appear in the Reader application, with a serial 
number 2, and a hardware review 41. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  9.4 EPC answer of the WISP 
 
 
9.2 Definitive test with WISP GUI APP 
 
Once we know how to connect the reader we will proceed with the whole circuit 
and see if we can detect or not the presence of the object. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  9.5 Design of the definitive test 
 
We will explain the made up of the last design and what is the function of each 
device. 
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We have the metal plate that simulates the presence of an obstacle above the 
sensor antenna. We use a cable connected between the envelope detector 
output and a multimeter, there in the multimeter, we will show the DC voltage 
obtained, and this value will be the analog input of the microchip. 
 
The WISP will be connected to the microchip and also to the computer. In the 
computer will have the WISP Application, and we will download it to the 
microchip. 
 
The RFID reader will also be connected to the board that contains the 
microchip, to the Ethernet and to the supply network. The reader will read the 
information from WISP and then we will represent the DC voltage graphically in 
our application (see [7]). 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  9.6 Graphic representation with WISP GUI App 
 
 
9.3 Result analysis 
 
In this section we will analyze the results of the previous stage. We will focus on 
the graph obtained by the WISP application, which shows the DC voltage 
captured by the sensor antenna as a function of time. 
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Fig.  9.7 Graphic of the voltage data captured by the antenna 
 
Looking at the graphic of the application we can say that is true that you can 
appreciate when there is the presence of an object. If we have no obstacle, the 
signal value (obtained DC voltage) would be constant at the lower level, while 
by placing an obstacle between the sensor antenna and the environment, we 
vary the input antenna impedance and this makes change in the reflected 
voltage signal, so we can detect this new presence by seeing a high DC 
voltage. 
 
Agree to the fact that we want to detect when there is or not an object between 
the sensor antenna and the environment, we must set a threshold for the 
reflected signal received when there is no obstacle to the antenna. We must 
first choose the working frequency and the transmitted power. 
 
This level of reflected voltage will be continuously on the screen and when we 
perceive a significant change in this value will mean that we will have the 
presence of an obstacle. 
 
We could be able to identify whether the object is just passing through or if it is 
parked above the sensor antenna. 
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 CONCLUSIONS CHAPTER 10.
 
I) Once we have completed this project and taking into account the tasks in the 
introduction, we can affirm: 
II)  
 
a) We have studied and deepened in the following software: ADS (we had 
learned it at the university) and HFSS (we have learned it at CTTC). We 
have also had to weld different components, to check their connections 
and to look different specifications of different devices. We have also 
done a research on the WISP device and the operation of RFID, and to 
do this we have consulted many publications that have helped us to 
make the concepts clear. 
 
b) We have had to improve the accuracy of the simulation model in order to 
match the measurement setup. We have reviewed different designs 
made in different subjects and the knowledge gained from these designs 
has allowed us to solve the simulations correctly. Finally we have 
achieved the expected simulations. 
 
c) One of the biggest problems was the sensitivity of the contacts and 
connections of the CTTC WISP board. The main problem consisted in 
making a proper soldering.  
 
d) The task that has required more time has been programming the code of 
the microchip of the board that connects with the WISP. The main 
problem has been to understand how the pins of the chip work and also 
how the ADC module works. This has been solved by creating a code 
that allows us to read the voltage picked up by the antenna. 
 
e) Another problem has been the detection of the RFID reader by the 
software that controls it. At first, the reader was not detected by our 
application. Finally we solved the problem, and it has been possible to 
obtain the voltage captured by the antenna using the application we had 
created. 
 
 
II) We have achieved the main objective of our project, which was to be able to 
detect the presence of an object above the antenna. We can conclude that the 
antenna can act as an occupancy sensor. 
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III) To use the antenna as an occupancy sensor we only need to choose one 
frequency of our sweep (2.3 GHz - 2.5 GHz) and one transmitted power (-5 
dBm, 0 dBm to 5 dBm). These values determine the threshold when there is not 
an object on top of the antenna. When the unidentified object is placed over the 
sensor we will see a variation in the threshold, which will indicate the presence 
of an object. 
 
IV) For future lines of action, the following improvements are proposed: 
 
a) Automation the detection of an object.  
b) We could make a program with a visual signal informing the presence of 
an object. This would be useful, for example, in car parks as we could 
know when a place is occupied or not.  
c) Make the communication wirelessly instead of with cable.  
d) Integrate all the electronic components in one board (WISP and sensor 
antenna). 
 
V) There are many possible applications in which we should assess if the use of 
this system may be useful, such as at home automation like switch on the lights 
when the sensor notes the presence of somebody. This could be useful for the 
energetic efficiency because the light will be switched off if nobody is there, or in 
medical applications when the doctors do not want to touch the body or any 
equipment because they should have their hands clean, we could use this 
method. And going beyond, thinking in the car park of big shopping center, 
sometimes we forget where we have parked the car, so if we could make a 
RFID unique code to identify each sensor, we can get a ticket that says where 
we have parked the car. 
 
VI) Referring to the greening study we can say that the use of UHF RFID 
antenna as occupancy sensor does not produce a negative impact on the 
environment. The radiated power is too small to produce adverse effects on the 
people health. We could also use this method to improve the energetic 
efficiency and reduce the energetic consumption. 
 
VII) As a final conclusion we can say that this project deals with many topics 
covered in the university that I have been able to implement and deepen such 
as the simulation of antennas, programming of microchips, Visual Studio 
programming or concepts that include RFID technology. We have achieved the 
challenge initially proposed and as the project progressed new questions have 
arise. These months of hard work have given me engineering knowledge and 
methodology, training in decision-making and I have also learned to withstand 
the pressure of frustration when I did not get the expected results. This has led 
me to seek new ways of approaching problems and at the end the satisfaction 
was greater. All this knowledge I think will be very positive in the future work in 
the society. I can not conclude without expressing my conviction that this project 
open new lines of researching and development 
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  ANNEXES CHAPTER 11.
ANNEX 1: RFID TECHNOLOGY 
 
The RFID technology was originated in the 1930s, in the Second World War. 
The need was to identify enemy aircraft or their own aircraft, the radar systems 
only allowed the detection not the identification. But it was not until the 
Stockman document in 1948, which is said to be the first proposal to utilize the 
back-scattered signal for communication purposes, by modulating the reflected 
signal with some selected time-varying signal. This represents to many the 
foundation of RFID communication technology. 
 
One of the differentiation factors for the RFID systems is his operating 
frequency. The different transmission frequencies are classified into the three 
basic ranges, LF (low frequency, 30 – 300 KHz), HF (high frequency / RF radio 
frequency, 3 – 30 MHz) and UHF (ultra high frequency, 300 MHz – 3 GHz) and 
the we also have microwave (> 3 GHz).  A further sub division of RFID systems 
according to range allows us to differentiate between close-coupling (0 – 1 cm), 
remote-coupling (0 – 1 m) and long-range (> 1 m) systems. 
 
A RFID system is made up of 3 components: 
 
RFID tag / RFID transponder: composed of an antenna, a radio transceiver 
and an encapsulated material or chip material. Antenna: vital part of the RFID 
whose primary objective is to deliver power to the IC (Integrated Circuit) to 
activate it. Front-end RF-Analogical: This module consists of three parts: 
rectifier, demodulator and modulator. The Front-end Is responsible for providing 
the continuous and constant current to the circuit and to the sensors, and also it 
is responsible to handle the communication part. Logic Circuit: The 
microprocessor is the main element in the node. It contains the communication 
logic with the sensor and transceiver. At the same time enables and disables 
the low power modes, and disconnect the regulator so the sensor is 
deactivated. 
 
RFID reader: consist of an antenna, a transceiver and a decoder. The RFID 
reader is a device that emits radio signals at a predetermined frequency, in 
order to interrogate the RFID tag and get a response. When the reader gets this 
response, converts the RF signal into a numerical code that can be transmitted 
to other devices or systems. 
 
Data processing subsystem: provides the means of data processing and also 
for the data storage. 
 
The most important differentiation criteria for RFID systems are the operating 
frequency of the reader, the method to supply power and the protocols used for 
communication between the tag and the reader. These choices have important 
implications for the range, cost and functions available to the user. 
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Other classification of RFID systems is based on their functionality, by the origin 
of the energy to activate the chip and send the information, and divides them 
into passive, semi-passive and active tags.  
 
Passive: Passive tags rely on the transmitted power from the reader to power 
their circuitry and to communicate a response back to the reader. As a result of 
this, the operating range of such systems is limited by the minimum required 
power to operate the tag circuitry. Passive tags don’t contain their own power 
supply and get the energy by collecting the electromagnetic field created by the 
reader. This tags are the most economic and which have the lower 
communication range, and also with the inclusion of sensing capability may 
further reduce the operation range of passive RFID systems. 
 
Semi-passive: Semi-passive tags utilize and additional power source, a 
battery, to power-up their circuitry, however, communication is still done 
passively, by reflecting or scattering the reader signal which arrives at the tag 
terminals. Due to the battery, these are bigger and more expensive than the 
passive. The use of a power supply maximizes the operating range to the limit 
set by the reader sensitivity.  
 
Active: Active tags use an auxiliary power source to power their circuitry and to 
amplify and transmit back the incoming signals from the reader. Such tags 
combine multiple functionalities with a large operating range and higher cost. 
They typically has a higher storage capacity and they can also benefit from 
energy harvesting technologies, but their power requirements are higher than 
semi-passive or passive tags. 
 
The operation mode of the RFID systems is simple. The tag, which contains the 
identification data of the object to which it is attached, generates a radio 
frequency signal with the data. This signal can be captured by a reader, which 
will read the information and will transfer it to the specific applications using 
RFID. 
 
RFID systems use the principle of back-scatter communication which is based 
on the radar technology. The interrogating transmitter (reader) sends a signal 
which is captured by al RFID tag antennas near the reader. The scattered 
signal from the tag antenna has a particular signature in the frequency or time 
domain (or both), which allows the reader to identify the tag. 
 
If we want to read data of the device or write it inside, it should be possible 
transfer data between the transponder and reader. This transfer is do it 
according to one of two main procedures: full duplex (FDH) / half duplex (HDX) 
systems, and sequential systems (SEQ). 
 
In full and half duplex systems the transponder’s response is broadcast when 
the reader’s RF field is switched on. Because the transponder’s signal to the 
receiver antenna can be extremely weak in comparison with the signal form the 
reader itself, appropriate transmission procedures must be employed to 
differentiate the transponder’s signal from that of the reader. In the half duplex 
(HDX) procedure the data transfer from the transponder to the reader alternates 
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with the data transfer from the reader to the transponder. In the full duplex 
procedure (FDX) the data transfer from the transponder to the reader takes 
place at the same time as the data transfer from the reader to the transponder. 
Both procedures have in common the fact that the transfer of energy from the 
reader to the transponder is continuous, which it means, it is independent of the 
direction of de data flow. 
 
In contrast, sequential procedures employ a system whereby the field from the 
reader is switched off briefly at regular intervals. These gaps are recognized by 
the transponder and used for sending data from the transponder to the reader. 
The disadvantage of the sequential procedures is the loss of power to the 
transponder during the break in transmission. 
 
RFID systems have lot of perspective and potential due to attractive properties 
such as low power, low cost and the ability to integrate sensing functionality. 
RFID systems with sensing functionality are a fundamental technology for 
realizing a network of interconnected devices, which represent the vision of 
ubiquitous sensing and communication. RFID technology is capable of 
providing a solution towards ubiquitous sensing smart environments. RFID 
technology combined with sensing capability, and taking advantage of energy 
harvesting technologies as well as advances in nanotechnology, presents itself 
as an exciting candidate towards achieving a vision for ubiquitous sensing. 
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ANNEX 2: ANTENNA BASED SENSING 
 
RFID tag antenna based sensing works on the principle of relating a change in 
some physical parameter of interest to a controlled change in RFID tag 
electrical properties. There are two different power parameters that can be 
leveraged for sensing: 
 
Reader threshold transmitted power: An RFID tag is optimized for 
performance when the tag integrated circuit (IC) impedance is complex 
conjugate matched to the tag antenna impedance. In the tag antenna sensing 
paradigm, a change in the physical parameter of interest induces a mismatch 
and this manifests itself in the reader requiring to transmit additional power in 
order to just turn the tag IC on. This difference in transmitted power can be used 
as one sensing mechanism. 
 
A sensing mechanism can be designed by inducing a calibrated relationship 
between the change in the physical parameter of interest and a change in the 
antenna impedance. Due to this, a gradual mismatch is induced between the 
microchip and tag antenna impedance. This manifests itself as a increase in the 
reflection coefficient resulting in a reduction in power available to the chip. The 
tag antenna gain, radiation pattern, and efficiency are also affected. 
 
Tag backscatter power: For a given transmitted power, and induced mismatch 
causes less power to be transmitted to the RFID tag IC for its operations and 
this manifests itself as a reduced backscatter power response of the tag when 
subject to reader interrogation. Thus, differential backscatter power can be used 
as a sensing mechanism as well. 
 
RFID tag reader communication relies on the tag modulating a signal response 
which is intercepted by the reader. The tag IC is assumed to have two 
impedance states Z1 and Z2. The tag antenna is typically well matched to state 
Z1 resulting in a reflection coefficient close to zero where state Z2 is typically a 
shorted state where there is great impedance mismatch between the tag 
antenna and IC impedance resulting in a higher reflection coefficient. This 
differential power reflected from the tag is what results in a signal modulation 
which the reader can interpret as the tag response. The differential power 
backscattered by the tag is directly proportional to the impedance matching 
between the tag antenna and chip, given by the power wave reflection 
coefficients. 
 
The principle of tag antenna based sensing is illustrated via the construction of 
three different types of sensor.  
 
Temperature Threshold Sensing: The principles of RFID tag antenna based 
sensing are utilized to design a low-cost temperature threshold sensor that 
detects whether goods passing through a threshold. 
 
Displacement Sensing: The technique makes use of the fact that RFID tag 
performance deteriorates in close proximity to metals. A change in structural 
displacement manifests itself a change in RFID tag backscatter response and 
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threshold reader transmitted power required to power up the tag. A change in 
the response threshold of the transmitted power can be used to measure a 
change in the physical parameter of interest.  
 
RFID-Based Fluid Level Sensing: There is potential for using RFID in 
detecting empty beverage glasses in need of a refill, by exploiting the fact that 
RFID tag performance decreases in proximity to fluids. When the water in the 
glass is above the quarter level mark, the water detunes the RFID tag to the 
point where it can no longer be detected by nearby reader antennas. When the 
water level falls below this mark the background material to the tag is air and 
the tag responds with a signal strength strong enough to be detected by nearby 
reader antennas. 
 
The tag-antenna-based sensing paradigm has several advantages including low 
cost, theorically infinite lifetime, and is based on standardized communication 
protocols. Instantaneous measurements values at the time of query can be 
obtained, as in the case of the displacement sensor. By inducing permanent 
physical changes, we can potentially convert these sensors into reliable 
threshold sensor that can even monitor their environment when not powered by 
a RFID reader. 
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ANNEX 3: WISP 
 
WISP is the first fully programmable computing platform that can operate using 
power transmitted from long-range (UHF) RFID reader and communicate 
arbitrary multibit data in a single response packet.  
 
WISP uses a 16-bit ultralow-power microcontroller to perform sensing and 
computing while exclusively operating from a harvested RF energy. The 
microcontroller encodes measurements into an Electronic Product Code (EPC) 
Class1 Generation 1. WISP represents the first microcontroller to be integrated 
as part of a passive UHF RFID tag, with an operating range of several meters. 
The onboard MSP430 programmable microcontroller is responsible for taking 
sensor measurements, embedding sensor or other data into an EPC. 
 
The WISP device has been possible thanks to the industrial efforts in the 
development of RFID technology, which they have produced a robust physical 
layer capable of wirelessly powering and querying a tag. This technology 
enables a new class of wireless battery-free devices with communication 
sensing, computation, and data storage capabilities.  
 
A block diagram of WISP is shown in FIG 11.1. We observe that an antenna 
and an impedance-matching circuit precede the analog front end. The power 
harvested block rectifies the incoming RF energy into DC voltage to power the 
system. The demodulator follows the envelope of the RF carrier wave to extract 
the amplitude-shift-keyed (ASK) data stream. This extracted baseband and 
waveform is read by the MSP430 microcontroller (MCU) to receive downlink 
data from the reader. Uplink data are sent via the modulator circuit, which 
functions by changing the antenna impedance. Finally, onboard sensors are 
powered and measured by the MCU. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  11.1 Block diagram of WISP 
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The WISP software can be described on three levels. At the lowest level is the 
communication code, which enables bidirectional communication by sampling 
downlink data bits and generating uplink data bits. The next level, state and 
power management, is responsible for managing the device state, including 
sleep versus active modes. The third level implements the application layer 
protocol for encoding sensor data in the tag ID. This application layer is driven 
by a user application on a computer, which controls the RFID reader and 
decodes sensor form IDs that are reported by the reader. 
 
The MSP430 microcontroller must be carefully tuned to perform EPC 
communication both in the reception and transmission of data. Is used a mix of 
C and assembly language where the C code maintains ease of configurability 
for the firmware for different sensor applications, and the assembly code allows 
fine-grained control of the timing of the MSP430 for EPC communication. The 
system is event driven by external interrupts from either the voltage supervisor 
signal or the bit line communication interrupt. 
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ANNEX 4: ADC REGISTERS 
 
     
 
Fig.  11.2 ADC10CTL0, ADC10 Control Register 0 
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Fig.  11.3 ADC10CTL1, ADC10 Control Register 1
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